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PHLDiversity Kicks Off Distinguished Diversity Speaker Series,  

Talking ‘Everyday Bias’ with Howard Ross and Dr. Bernard Lopez  
 
Philadelphia, PA – March 25, 2015 – On Tuesday, March 24, 2015, The Multicultural Affairs Congress 
(PHLDiversity), a division of the Philadelphia Convention and Visitors Bureau (PHLCVB), kicked off the 
highly anticipated “Distinguished Diversity Speaker Series” at Thomas Jefferson University. Designed to 
provide the Philadelphia community with an opportunity to hear from world-renowned scholars, 
dignitaries, and diversity experts, the tone for the series was set with a presentation by Howard Ross, 
Founder and Chief Learning Officer of Cook Ross Inc.  
 
“The question is not do we have bias,” began Ross. “The question is, ‘which is ours?”  
 
With that call for self-awareness, Ross launched an enlightening talk on the protective origins and 
surprising unconscious manifestations of our biases, underscored by a mix of personal anecdotes and 
corroborating studies. Additionally, Ross offered strategies on how we can elevate ourselves above the 
“them vs. us” mindset, and transcend “advocacy” to become true agents of change.  
 
Following his presentation, Ross shared even more insight in a Q&A led by Dr. Bernard L. Lopez, 
Associate Dean of Diversity and Community Engagement at Thomas Jefferson University’s Sidney 
Kimmel Medical College. Lopez probed Ross on diversity and inclusion efforts in our culture, and the 
workplace in particular. Using Starbucks’ “Race Together” campaign as an example, Ross demonstrated 
that even “clumsy” attempts to spark an open diversity dialogue are a step in the right direction.  After 
the conversation, Ross signed his latest book, “Everyday Bias.”  
 
“Howard Ross was the perfect subject matter expert to kick off the PHLDiversity Distinguished Diversity 
Speaker Series,” said Greg DeShields, Executive Director of PHLDiversity. “His extensive expertise in 
diversity training inspires us all to look within ourselves and question how we can become more active 
change-makers for diversity and inclusion.”  
 
The PHLDiversity Distinguished Diversity Speaker Series was designed to open Philadelphian’s minds and 
inspire a more inclusive community. Upcoming events in this series will feature Gerry Fernandez, 
Founder and President of Multicultural Foodservice and Hospitality Alliance (MFHA) and Apoorva 
Gandhi, Vice President of Multi-Cultural Markets and Alliances at Marriott International.  
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For more information on PHLDiversity, visit: www.phldiversity.com. 

 
### 

The Multicultural Affairs Congress (PHLDiversity), a division of the Philadelphia Convention and Visitors Bureau 

(PHLCVB), was formed in 1987 as the first multicultural division of a Convention & Visitors Bureau in the nation. 

PHLDiversity maximizes opportunities for the region by promoting Philadelphia as an ethnically diverse visitor 

destination, encouraging multicultural business and social responsibility that contributes to and benefits from the 

varying multicultural communities that enhance our region's hospitality and tourism industry. For more 

information, log on to www.phldiversity.com.  
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